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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

Anomalous Friction Behaviors in Graphene-Copper Interface Dictated by Moiré Patterns  
 

by 

Liming Zhao 

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering 

University of California, Irvine, 2020 

Assistant Professor Penghui Cao, Chair 

 

 This thesis focuses on understanding the role of moiré patterns formed between 

graphene and metal substrate in governing the interfacial frictional behavior. The frictional 

system consists of graphene supported on a bulk copper substrate, which is investigated by 

atomistic simulations. The thesis first discusses moiré patterns appearing between 

graphene and copper, whose morphology depends on crystallographic orientation and 

relative positions. Depending on system temperature and the contacting nature, two 

extreme friction phenomena, namely superlubricity and supersticky, have been found, both 

of which are mediated by moiré patterns. The superlubricity effect can be achieved by 

tuning the rotation angle of moiré patterns to high value. However, such a condition only 

happens in metastable states with high potential energy, which induces the graphene layer 

spontaneously incline to lower energy state with small rotation angles, causing the 

disappearance of superlubricity. It is found that introducing grain boundaries in graphene 

can stabilize the high-angle moiré patterns and therefore retain superlubricity. On the 

other hand, supersticky effect was found to occur at ultra-low temperatures, at which 
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stable moiré pattern persists and raises the resistance to sliding. In the end, the thesis 

provides details on the developed mathematical models, which describe the rotation and 

translation process of hexagonal moiré patterns, simplifying the generation of moiré 

patterns due to graphene rotation and lateral sliding movement. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, two-dimensional hexagonal materials represented by graphene 

have become a hot spot in materials science research. A number of studies have carefully 

examined monolayer graphene from almost all aspects, such as tensile behavior, 

thermoconductivity, as well as conductivity [1, 2, 3, 4]. Along the way, people have found 

the generation of moiré patterns in the heterojunctions composed of multiple layers of 2D 

materials, which bring attractive properties. For example, a sensational discovery verified 

the superconducting effect in the twisted double-layer graphene, the phenomenon of which 

can be interpreted as the changing in the energy band by the moiré pattern [5, 6, 7].  

Another exciting research trail, also the focus of this thesis, lies in the interfacial 

frictional behavior [8, 9]. In 2004, Dienwiebel et al. [10] found superlubricity in graphite as 

well as the role of the rotation angle in controlling friction force. However, they had not 

unveiled the nature of the rotation angle at the atomistic level. Song et al. [11] explained 

that the rotation angle actually controls the morphology of moiré patterns, which 

determines the out-of-plane motion of carbon atoms. A large rotation angle forms smaller 

moiré patterns and weakens the atomic motion along out-of-plane direction. Therefore, 

they confirmed that superlubricity only happens in those orientations with high rotation 

angles. 

However, high rotation angle not only brings superlubricity, but also brings 

instability. The high angle raises the potential energy of graphene, causing a metastable 

state. It has previously been observed that the graphene spontaneously rotates to a low 

rotation angle [12], which is not favorable to the appearance of superlubricity. Aimed at 
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this issue, the thesis first investigated the role of rotation angle in regulating the potential 

energy. Then, a grain boundary in graphene was introduced to stabilize high-energy moiré 

patterns that lead to the superlubricity effect. 

In addition to superlubricity, it is surprising to find an opponent phenomenon at low 

temperatures, namely supersticky effect, in the interface of the graphene and the copper 

substrate. This thesis concludes that the so-called supersticky effect is governed by the 

moiré pattern strengthening mechanism.  

  The structure of the thesis is that: (i) Chapter 1 talks about the formation of moiré 

patterns and gives a basic description of the moiré patterns studied in the following 

chapters; (ii) Chapter 2 focuses on how potential energy varies with moiré patterns and 

rotation angles; (iii) Chapter 3 provides the way to stabilize moiré patterns with high 

potential energy; (iv) Chapter 4 centers on the supersticky effects caused by the moiré 

pattern strengthening mechanism; (v) Chapter 5 draws the conclusion of the study; (vi) 

Appendix 1 gives the methods and assembly involved in the study; (vii) Appendix 2 shows 

the mathematical derivation of the equations to describe the rotation motion and 

translation motion of moiré patterns, which can explain simulation results. 
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CHAPTER 1: Formation of Graphene-Copper Moiré Patterns 

The term moiré means “watered” in French and was first found in a shimmering silk 

textile with ripples pattern [13]. Two or more layers of moiré silk with parallel cords are 

pressed together in a humid ambient. It displays moiré patterns due to misaligned cords 

that are parallel to each other but have imperfect spacing [14]. Additionally, a moiré 

pattern is not only generated by two sets of parallel lines, but also by any two patterns of 

the same type but different periods, such as square and hexagon shown in Figure 1 [15].  

 

Figure 1: (a) Square and (b) hexagonal moiré patterns generated by two grids [15]. 

 

  The moiré pattern discussed in this thesis emerges from the hexagonal symmetries 

of the atomic arrangement and comparable lattice constants of copper (111) surface and 

graphene. One difference between such moiré patterns and those defined by aesthete is 

that crystallographic moiré patterns not only have periodicity in-plane but also have 

periodic atomic height fluctuations in the out-of-plane direction. As shown in those circular 
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yellow regions of Figure 2 (a), carbon atoms accommodate more to the gaps of copper 

atoms where copper and carbon atoms are misaligned and therefore generate local drops, 

namely moiré valley. Contrarily, carbon atoms are relatively far away from the copper 

surface, leading to higher interface spacings in red regions. The atomic arrangement is 

shown in Figure 2 (b). The amplitude between valleys and peaks is 0.15 angstrom for 

average. The moiré pattern discussed in the thesis is a typical one generated in the two-

dimensional interface. In addition to the Graphene-Copper system, similar patterns have 

been found in other systems, such as graphene/h-BN [8], which has both hexagonal-

symmetric arrangements. Graphene has two degrees of freedom associated with the 

friction process, i.e., rotation and translation motions, which will be discussed in the 

following chapters and appendices. 

 

Figure 2: (a) Atomic height image displaying moiré patterns generating on circular 

graphene supported on copper (111) surface. (b) Zoom-in images of the moiré valley 

and peak showing the local atomic arrangement. Graphene and copper atoms are 

denoted as the blue and red spheres, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 2: Rotation Angle Dependence of Friction and Potential Energy 

Studies over the past few years have verified that the friction force tightly depends 

on the rotation angle between two hexagonal layers [10]. Appendix 2 thoroughly describes 

the definition and the derivation of the rotation angle. As shown in Figure 3, the frictional 

force exhibits regularity with a period of 60 ° due to the hexagonal symmetry of the moiré 

pattern. Only when the rotation angle is relatively large (i.e., higher than 4°), will the so-

called superlubricity appear. 

 

Figure 3: The variation of the friction force versus the rotation angle [10] 

 

However, few researchers have been able to draw on any research into the stability 

of superlubricity.  Thereupon, the thesis investigates the stability of the graphene-copper 

system from the perspective of the potential energy landscape. Figure 4 (a) presents the 

graphene potential energy as a function of the rotation angle in a period from 0° to 30°. 

Here, the definition of the angle value is the same as the definition in Figure 3. The energy 

reaches to the global minimum between 2° and 3°, the degree of which is not favorable to 

superlubricity. Dynamic simulation results, as provided by Figure 4 (b), prove that a high-
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angle state (i.e., 30 degrees) eventually dropped down to the angle of 2.1 degrees, which 

agrees with the experimental measurement [16]. Therefore, a problem appears: the 

superlubricity state is restricted by its instability. In the next chapter, the thesis provides a 

solution to stabilize the superlubricity effect.  

 

Figure 4: (a) Graphene potential landscape within a period of the rotation angle from 

0° to 30°.  (b)  The initial state (left) and final state (right) of relaxation. Atoms are 

colored by their heights. 
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CHAPTER 3: Stabilizing Effect of Grain Boundaries on Moiré patterns 

Here, a grain boundary in graphene is developed, generating bi-crystalline graphene, 

to stabilize high-angle states of graphene. The total twenty of graphene grain boundary 

structures were systematically presented by previous work [17], including symmetric 

boundaries (e.g., (2,1)|(2,1), (3,2)|(3,2) and (4,3)|(4,3)) and nonsymmetric boundaries (e.g. 

(3,1)|(2,2), (5,3)|(4,4) and (6,0)|(4,3)). The indices are defined according to the orientation 

of the grains along the grain boundary direction [18]. From the perspective of roughness, 

those grain boundaries are classified as two types: the first type, such as (2,1)|(2,1), 

(3,2)|(3,2) and (6,0)|(4,3), leads to a more flat graphene layer, while another type, such as 

(3,1)|(2,2), (5,3)|(4,4) and (4,3)|(4,3), causes a graphene layer to protrude upward at the 

grain boundary due to high local stress. To get rid of the roughness diturbance, this work 

selects the first type, e.g., (2,1)|(2,1) as shown in Figure 5 (b), to study the grain boundary 

effect on moiré patterns. 

Dynamic simulation was conducted to verify the stability of the bi-crystalline 

graphene. Figure 5 (a) shows the pre-relaxing and post-relaxing morphologies of graphene. 

The period of moiré patterns is 1.2 nm before the relaxation, the value of which is retained 

after the dynamic relaxation at 1000K for one ns. The same value of the moiré period 

implies the maintence of the rotation angle. The comparison of the morphologies between 

Figure 5 (a) and Figure 4 (b) confirms that a grain boundary allows the stable presence of 

those moiré patterns appearring only in high-angle state. This phenomenon can be 

explained by the competing mechanism induced by the symmetric grain boundary. Two 

grains have opposite rotation angles (i.e., ±10.9°) as well as opposite rotation trends 
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(clockwise and counterclockwise), which brings great resisance to the rotation of the entire 

graphene.  

In spite of the stability brought from the grain boundary, it is still indispensable to 

verify the newly-introduced grain boundary has no negative influence on superlubricity. 

Column III in Figure 6 (c) is corresponding to the friction force of the bi-crystalline 

graphene, which is much smaller than that of the most stable state of the single-crystalline 

graphene. Even Column II, the moiré period of which is the same as Column III, has a 

slightly higher friction force than III. It can be interpreted by the smaller atomic density 

around the grain boundary. Thus, superlubricity can also happen in bi-crystalline graphene 

as long as the high-energy moiré patterns in each grain are retained. 

 
Figure 5: (a) The pre-relaxing and post-relaxing states of bi-crystal graphene, where 

atoms are colored by atomic heights. (b) Schematic of (2,1)|(2,1) type grain 

boundary in graphene [17]. (c) Comparison of friction force in crystalline and bi-

crystalline graphene. 
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CHAPTER 4: Supersticky Effect Caused by Moiré Patterns at Ultralow 

Temperature 

Previous chapters introduced the association between moiré patterns and 

superlubricity. It is somewhat surprising that the moiré pattern in a single-crystalline 

graphene evokes an opposite effect, namely supersticky, at low temperatures. 

 Figure 6 exhibits the friction simulation model where the size is consistent with the 

model in Chapter 2. Graphene is subjected to a normal force evenly distributed on every 

carbon atoms. The sliding movement of graphene is induced by a spring linked to the 

center of mass of the graphene layer. The same models are simulated under a broad 

spectrum of temperatures (e.g., 0.001K, 0.01K, 0.1K, 1K, 10K, and 300K) to unveil the 

impacts of temperature on the morphologies and interfacial friction force. 

 

Figure 6: The schematic of the friction simulation model. A uniform normal force is 

applied on each carbon atom. The spring has a constant velocity of 0.1 Å/s along the 

+y direction. Spring constants are defined in x and y directions, and there is no 

spring force along the z-axis. 
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The pre-pulling morphologies of graphene and copper surface are presented in 

Figure 7 (a) and (b), respectively.  To highlight the role of the temperature in governing 

morphologies, the atomic height mappings at 0.001K and 300K are provided here. Under 

ultralow temperature, i.e., 0.001K, ordered pit-like moiré patterns appear at the 

corresponding positions on both the graphene layer and the copper surface, which serve as 

pinning centers during the sliding process. At 300K, contrarily, having higher energies to 

escape the constraint of the potential barriers, atoms are more randomly arranged without 

specific orientations, and therefore the majority of moiré patterns become blurred. Adding 

normal force preserves and even deepens moiré patterns at 0.001K, while the additional 

normal force is not beneficial to the reproduction of moiré patterns. 

 

Figure 7: Pre-pulling morphologies of graphene (a) and copper (111) surface (b) at 

0.001K and 300K (as labeled). For both temperatures, morphologies before and after 

adding normal force are exhibited. Images are colored by atom heights. 
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The interficial friction force as a function of the temperature is summarized in 

Figure 8 (a). It is surprising to observe that the interficial friction at 0.001K is almost a 

hundred times higher than that at 300K. Friction is much sensitive to temperature below 

1K, while such dependence becomes indistinct above 1K. Figure 8 (b) shows force traces 

during sliding processes, which can be divided into two parts: the velocity of graphene 

keeps rising but is lower than the spring velocity within the first-nanometer sliding, 

causing a dramatic increase of the friction. Subsequently, the friction force levels off and 

the graphene reaches the steady-state sliding motion. A regular pattern of force fluctuation 

associated with the so-called stick-slip mode can also be seen in Figure 8(b), especially at 

the lowest temperature, which suggests a dynamic balance of the distance between the 

graphene and the spring. 

 

 

Figure 8: (a) Variation of interficial friction showing the relationship between 

temperature and friction force. (b) Force traces at a series of temperatures in a 

range of six orders of magnitude, i.e., 0.001K, 0.01K, 0.1K, 1K, 10K, and 300K, 

marked by different colors. 
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The change in friction emerges from the change in the morphology. To clearly 

demonstrate the dependence of morphologies on temperatures during the sliding process, 

this study respectively selected two stick-slip motions at two typical temperatures, 0.001K 

and 300K, as shown in Figure 9 (a), and obtained the atomic height mappings at the peak 

states shown in Figure 9 (b). For the scenario of 0.001K, the comparison of the pre-pulling 

morphology in Figure 7 (a) and the post-pulling one here attests that moiré patterns are 

retained during the sliding process. The carbon atoms in the front are raised by around 0.1 

Å, which is caused by the uneven unidirectional pulling. On the contrary, atoms are 

arranged more uniformly at room temperature.  

 

Figure 9: (a) The selection of peak states from friction traces, denoted by red dots. (b) 

Graphene morphologies of the chosen states. Atoms are colored by their heights. 
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It is notable that the overall atomic height distribution at 0.001K is lower than that 

at 300K. Thereupon, the growth in friction forces may emerge from the increase in the 

contacting area. The contacting area is defined as the area occupied by copper atoms within 

a specific range around graphene atoms. The cutoff range is given a reasonable value larger 

than the balance distance between copper and carbon atoms in Lennard-Jones potential, 

e.g., 4 Å. The green and black bars in Figure 10 compare the changes in friction force and 

contacting area with temperature, respectively.  Although lower temperatures indeed 

result in relatively large contacting areas, contacting areas only expands 1‰ from 300K to 

0.001K, which cannot fully explain the supersticky phenomenon.  

 

Figure 10: Temperature dependence of the interficial friction force and the 

contacting area, colored by dark cyan and black, respectively.  
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As the supesticky effect does not completely originate in the change in contacting 

areas, there must be a decisive factor governing in the supersticky phenomenon. The 

atomic force between graphene and copper atoms was then examined to clarify the origin 

of the supersticky effect at low temperatures. The atomic force mappings in Figure 11(a) 

only include copper atoms on the top layer that applied friction force on graphene atoms. 

The copper atoms underneath the top layer are reasonably excluded since their friction 

forces are smaller two orders of magnitude than that exerted by atoms on the top layer. 

The atomic force mappings exhibit the same periodicity and regularity as the moiré 

patterns in Figure 9 (b), which is particularly distinct at 0.001K. The patterns are relatively 

faint or even disappeared in some regions at 300K, such as in the top left and right area, 

which implies little atomic force, no matter pulling or dragging force, exerted by copper 

atoms on graphene. On the contrary, the atomic force mapping manifests a series of dark 

blue areas separated by lighter banded red areas at 0.001K, which are corresponding to the 

orange columns of -0.045nN~-0.075nN and 0.03nN ~0.045nN in Figure 11 (b), 

respectively. Those blue regions applying dragging force on the graphene serve as pinning 

centers, which should be the significant contributor to the supersticky effect. In addition, 

the edge effect on the atomic friction force becomes more explicit at 0.001K: some copper 

atoms in the front and back exert extreme large atomic friction forces, the phenomenon of 

which is hard to be observed at 300K. The force distributions in Figure 11 (b) quantify such 

edge effect. Although the edge effect produces both dragging force and pulling force, the 

dragging force is more dominant in the marginal area, and thereby leading to the 

supersticky effect. 
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Figure 11: (a) Copper surface mappings colored by the atomic force applied on the 

graphene. Only copper atoms on the top layer that contributed to the friction force 

were included. The positive force represented the force pulling graphene to move 

forward (+y direction), and negative force stands for the force dragging graphene to 

move backward (-y direction). (b) The corresponding distribution of the atomic 

force plotted in (a). 
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Following the atomic force mappings, the morphologies of graphene and copper 

were deliberately checked to specify the source of pinning centers. The right column in 

Figure 12 (a) showed the enlarged views of the morphologies and atomic force mapping at 

the same site. Considering that graphene is pulled to the right, one can observe that the 

morphology fluctuation of graphene and copper is not as consistent as the pre-pulling state. 

Instead, the valley of moiré patterns on graphene slightly deviates to the right compared 

with the counterpart on the copper surface. The evolution hysteresis of moiré patterns on 

the copper surface is caused by the pinning effect of the underlying copper atoms to the 

surface atoms. In the mapping of the atomic force, the pinning center appears between the 

moiré valleys on the graphene and the copper. As illustrated by the schematic in Figure 12 

(b), when the valley on graphene slides across the peak on copper, the pinning center 

emerges in the region where graphene and copper are locally squeezed. Moreover, copper 

atoms move weakly out-of-plane due to the low temperature, which raises the difficulty for 

copper atoms to accommodate the change in graphene. Therefore, the so-called moiré 

pattern strengthening mechanism plays a vital role in the supersticky phenomenon. On the 

contrary, such a strengthening mechanism is insufficient at room temperature. As shown in 

Figure 13 (a), due to the relatively high energy of atomic thermal vibration at room 

temperature, moiré patterns on both the graphene layer and copper surface are destroyed 

or blurred. Further, Figure 13 (b) provides more precise information. The atomic height 

distribution at 300K exhibits a style of Gaussian distribution governed by the thermal 

vibration, rather than moiré patterns. In contrast, both graphene atoms and copper atoms 

have preferred heights for forming moiré patterns at ultralow temperature. 
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Figure 12: (a) The global and enlarged views of the atomic force and height mappings. 

Enlarged views display the same site. (b) Schematic of the graphene and copper 

morphologies. 
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Figure 13: (a) Morphologies of graphene and copper at the post-pulling state under 

300K. (b) Histograms of atomic height distribution for graphene and copper. 

 

After the discovery of the moiré pattern strengthening mechanism, the association 

between stick-slip mode and moiré patterns is elaborated by examining five critical states 

within one stick-slip mode, as marked in Figure 14 (a). The morphologies of these states 

are sequentially shown in Figure 14 (b). It is worth noting that graphene atoms only move 

forward by approximately 0.4 nm during a stick-slip period, which is equal to the copper 

lattice constant along y-direction, i.e. [11 ̅] direction, while the moiré pattern on graphene 

moves by 8.1 nm. The phenomenon can be well described by Equation (13) in Appendix 2, 

       
  

  
   in which        and   are the displacement of moiré patterns and graphene 
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atoms, respectively. The term 
  

  
  serves as the amplification factor. The symbol    and    

stand for the period of moiré patterns and graphene lattice constant, so one can draw that 

the displacement of the moiré pattern is 20 times greater than that of graphene atoms. 

Appendix 2 develops the systematic derivation of this equation.  

 

Figure 14: (a) Friction force trace showing a single stick-slip mode. (b) Morphologies 

of graphene and copper at the valley or peak states marked in (a). All images showed 

the same site. The orange dot tracked the same moiré valley. 
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CHAPTER 5: Summary and Conclusions 

The focus of this thesis lies in the moiré governing superlubricity and supersticky, 

appearing in the heterojunction of graphene and copper (111) surface. While a variety of 

studies have suggested that superlubricity can be achieved only at high-angle states, this 

thesis explores the stability of superlubricity, which has received scant attention. The 

atomistic simulation attests to the instability of the states where superlubricity appears. 

Graphene prefers to rotate to a small-angle state of lower potential energy, causing the 

disappearance of superlubricity. It is found that grain boundaries can be employed to 

stabilize the superlubricity state by introducing the competing effect between two grains. 

Secondly, the supersticky effect is observed at ultralow temperatures, which stems from 

the generation of pinning centers prompted by the moiré pattern strengthening 

mechanism. This strengthening effect becomes weakened as increasing temperature, and 

disappears at room temperature due to the destruction of moiré patterns by atomic 

thermal vibration. The physical insights gained from this study can be of assistance to 

control the interfacial interactions and friction behavior, therefore regulate the growth and 

exfoliation of 2D materials. 
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Appendix 1: Methods and Assembly 

Methods: Lammps is employed to establish models and conduct molecular dynamics 

simulations. The simulations are carried out under the constant-volume and constant-

temperature (NVT) ensembles. The interactions between copper atoms are described by 

the Embedded Atom Model (EAM), and those within the graphene described by the 

Adaptive Intermolecular Reactive Empirical Bond Order (AIREBO). The interfacial force 

between copper and carbon is described by Lennard-Jones potential. Dynamics simulation 

results are visualized by Ovito.  

Graphene Assembly: A circular single-crystalline graphene with a radius of 25 nm is 

generated perpendicular to the z-axis. The lattice constant of graphene is 2.46 angstrom. 

The bi-crystalline graphene is developed by cutting and splicing two single-crystalline 

graphene sheets. To create (2,1)|(2,1) type of grain boundary, two single-crystalline 

graphene with -10.9° and 10.9° rotation angles are first generated, and cut each of them 

into two identical parts. Then, splice the left and right halves of the two graphene sheets 

together. Carefully check the arrangement of atoms along the grain boudary and manually 

add or delete carbon atoms so that it forms a complete bi-crystalline graphene after the 

minimization. The radius of bi-crystalline graphene is maintained to 25 nm. 

Copper Assembly: The bulk copper substrate is generated with a size of 53 nm, 53 nm, 

and 3 nm in x, y, and z-axis, respectively. The lattice constant is 3.615 angstrom. Copper is 

oriented as [  ̅ ] in the x-axis, [   ̅] in y-axis and [   ] in the z-axis. For the sake of the 

stability of the whole system, the bottom third of Cu atoms were frozen during the 

dynamics simulation.  
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Appendix 2: Derivation of Moiré Pattern Rotation and Translation 

Motion 

Rotation motion: 

The relationship between the rotation angle and moiré patterns periodicity has 

been examined by previous works [19].  Here, a continuous theory used to describe this 

relationship is summarized. First, as shown in Figure 15 (a), the initial orientation (0 

degrees) is defined as: the armchair direction of the graphene is parallel along <110> of the 

copper substrate, and the zigzag direction is parallel along <112> of the copper surface. 

Using 60° angle notation, ag1, ag2, and ac1, ac2 are defined as two sets of primitive 

translation vectors of the graphene and copper, respectively. The vectors ag1 and ag2 are 

symmetric about the x-axis, orienting at an angle of 30° to it, and ac1 points to the positive 

direction of the x-axis. The origin of the Cartesian coordinate system does not necessarily 

need to coincide with a carbon atom, because all initial states can be found in a system due 

to the lattices mismatch, which means that any other origin points are equivalent to the 

above-defined state. Through Fourier transform, the reciprocal vectors of graphene and Cu 

revealed in Figure15 (b) are marked as bgi and bci, respectively. The vectors of moiré 

pattern km1 and km2 are expressed as the function of bgi and bci: 

                                                                                                          

Suppose that the graphene layer rotates θ degree counterclockwise around the 

origin. The primitive translation vectors are described as: 

 
(2) 

(1) 
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where ag and ac are lattice constants for graphene and the (111) plane of Cu, respectively. 

Based on Equation (2), the reciprocal vectors are solved as: 

 

 

 

Therefore, the moiré vectors are obtained by combining Equation (1) and (3): 

 

 

 

Figure 15: (a) Schematic showing the initial orientation of graphene and copper 

substrate. Green and blue circles respectively represent graphene and copper atoms. 

(b) The basis vectors of graphene, copper, and moiré patterns in reciprocal space, 

denoted by black, orange, and blue vectors, respectively.  

 

 

(3) 

(4) 
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Since|km1|=|km2|, we only consider km1 in the following step. The spacing of the 

(100) plane of a moiré lattice equals 
  

     
. Thus, the expression of a hexagonal moiré 

pattern periodicity dm is written as: 

 

 

Then, it is worth noting that the shortest moiré lattice vector in the reciprocal space 

is associated with the moiré period, and other relatively long vectors only affect the 

contrast of real space images [19]. Therefore, we can modify the phase angle in Equation (5) 

to obtain the final expression of dm as follows: 

 

 

The continuous curve in the valid area is presented in Figure 16. The periodicity for 

any other rotation angles can be inferred from this curve due to the six-fold symmetry. 

 

Figure 16: Relation between moiré spacing and rotation angle of the Graphene-

Copper system.  

(5) 

(6) 
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Translation motion: 

The friction process of the graphene-copper system can be abstracted into the 

translational movement of the moiré pattern. The research to date has focused on the 

rotation motion rather than translation motion. Therefore, this thesis presents an approach 

to address the issue by the continuous theorem. 

As shown in Figure 17, the gliding vector of graphene t has two orthogonal unit 

components tg1 and tg2. The length of the glide vector t of the graphene layer is assumed to 

be A, and the angle with respect to the x-axis is denoted by α. Therefore, glide vector t is 

written as: 

 

 

Similarly, the gilding motion of moiré pattern tm is expressed by two unit basic 

vectors tm1 and tm2. Every time, the graphene layer moves by a period ag along tg1 direction, 

the moiré pattern moves by a period dm along tm1 direction. The situation is the same for 

another set of two basic vectors, tg2 and tm2. Therefore, tm is expressed as: 

 

 

To better present how graphene and moiré pattern move, translation vectors t and 

tm are decomposed along x-axis and y-axis: 

 

 

 

 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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where   is the rotation angle of the moiré pattern, which is a function of the rotation angle 

of graphene   and the lattice constants [19]: 

 

 

Equation (10) is further rewritten as a simpler form as follows: 

 

 

 Therefore, the translation distance of moiré pattern ||tm|| is obtained as: 

 

 

Figure 17: Schematic of the translation model where graphene and copper atoms are 

denoted as green and blue circles, respectively. 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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Equation (13) indicates that the translation distance of the moiré pattern is a linear 

function of the gliding distance of the graphene layer for all configurations, and the scale 

factor between them is  
  

  
. Because the lattice constant of    is a constant, the slope is 

solely determined by the periodicity of the moiré pattern. 

To further specify the link between graphene and moiré pattern translation, the 

translation angle of a moiré pattern,  , is expected to be expressed as a function of the 

translation angle of graphene  . This can be derived from Equation (12): 

 

Graphene, copper substrate, and moiré pattern all have hexagonal symmetry, the 

range of   can be reduced to [-30°, 30°]. Considering a particular case when the graphene 

rotation angle   is equal to 0,   equals 0 as well based on Equation (11), which implies that 

the moiré pattern and graphene are translated in the same direction. For more general 

cases, if the graphene layer is rotated with a non-zero angle  , there is an offset      

between   and . 

 

(14) 




